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ABOUT THE BOOK
Whether already a Volvo 1800 owner, a prospective owner or simply an admirer, you’ll find many useful nuggets of information here. Especially important if you are contemplating the purchase of one of the best looking classic sports cars ever produced, this handy pocket-sized book will guide you through how to select the right car, and provides essential advice on finding, buying and evaluating a Volvo 1800. Covering all versions of the 1800 from carburettor-equipped coupés to electronically fuel-injected shooting brakes (estates), you’ll find the correct original specifications, and advice on how to spot potential body and mechanical problems.
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BULLET POINTS
• Like having a real marque expert at your side – benefit from years of real ownership experience
• Full coverage of all P1800, 1800S, E and ES models
• Where and how to buy a secondhand Volvo 
• Advice on choosing the right model and condition
• Key checks – how to spot a bad car quickly
• Comprehensive inspection guide
• In-depth analysis of strengths and weaknesses
• Details of original model specifications
• Market and value data, predicts which models will become collectable
• Details of club back-up and support organisations

–––––––ENDS–––––––


–––– NOTES TO EDITORS ––––


ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Perhaps not the typical Volvo 1800 owner, Neil’s hankering for the model derived from a life-long exposure to Volvo cars in general – not from “The Saint” TV show, as some might suppose! 
Neil’s father was in the Volvo Owners Club, and Neil accompanied him to many rallies, where the 1800 gradually became the focus of his attention. He has owned several 1970s-era Volvos since the early 1980s; in fact, his first Volvo, a 1973 144S, was his first car, bought before he could even drive.
Neil acquired his first 1800, a 1970 1800E, in 1988. He has owned and worked on them ever since, and now shares his first-hand experience and expertise in this book.
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